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Lesbian sex has been confounding people since the dawn of time. What is it that two women do

together exactly? The Lesbian Sex Haiku Book (with Cats!) is a humorous guide to lesbian sex,

dating rituals, and relationships, and aims to dispel all myths. Haiku paired with hilarious watercolor

illustrations of cats in various stages of sexual awkwardness will enlighten, demystify, remystify, and

most importantly entertain as you learn about all the aspects involved in girl-on-girl action.  From

lesbian pick-up lines: Pronounce Annie Proulx's name correctlyâ€”watch lady's cargo pants fall off.

To icebreaker haiku for first dates: It has been MANY  years, but I'm not done griping  about The L

Word. To, of course, the mechanics of lesbian sex: It's like straight sex but afterwards we ask

ourselves, "We just had sex, right?" Lesbian sex is like water poloâ€”no one  really knows the rules.

This laugh-out-loud book is the perfect gift to amuse and educate your friends, loved ones, and

lovers.
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There are at least four ways to read this lovely book:1. Wham-bam-thank you ma'am, all in one



delightful, furious sitting that you don't want to end so you exhaust its pages one after another until

they are entirely spent.2. Savoring it all night long, reading each haiku again and again until each

one is fully crystallized in your mind and you can recite it over and over again before moving to the

next one and doing it all over again.3. Checking it out in the store, bringing it home to your shelf

without having the courage to read it, every so often gazing at it longingly and getting up the

courage to pick it up, until one day you have a few drinks and then whip open it up and read it until

you pass out, only to wake up the next morning having forgotten what you read. Repeat as

needed.4. Proclaiming it to the people, preferably by yelling the haiku from the top of a building,

tearing each page out of the book as you read it and letting it drop to the teeming masses so they

can view the lovely illustrations, thus ensuring that each reading will require an additional purchase

of a new copy, keeping it in print for perpetuity.Seriously, get this book. Pulley's haiku are light,

witty, and breezy, as full of delightful cultural references as morsels of insightful satire. Beyer's

illustrations are a pleasant collision of adorable and a "so wrong it's great" vibe that gifts the reader

images of well-fed felines body-hugging bottles of MGD and a Hitachi Magic Wand.It's smart, funny,

and hot. What more are you looking for in a book?

This book is the perfect icebreaker for every occasion. "Welcome to my home! Would you care to

enjoy some lesbian haiku and gay cat illustration while I get you a refreshment?" In all seriousness,

this book is amazing. What seems like a one-time humor read/cat illustration perusal is actually a

well written poignant, and often heartfelt collection of insights into the mystery of relationships and

love between women with a very healthy dose of laughter and of course, CATS! The cat illustration

is insane. Who knew Jennifer Tilly and Gina Gershon would look so good and accurate as felines?

This definitely not just a one-time read book. I am positive that everyone will be able to enjoy it

many times over and ALSO enjoy using it as that icebreaker I mentioned earlier. We should

probably make a signature drink for the reading... any suggestions? Thanks Anna & Kelsey for a

highly entertaining, educational, and heart warming book!

Anna's writing and Kelsey's illustrations are both brilliant. It takes a deep self-awareness, a keen

eye, shrewd observation, intelligent humor, and a healthy dose of confident self-deprecation to dive

into the inner workings of "lesbianica" the way The Lesbian Sex Haiku Book (with Cats!) does. I'm

so excited to share this book with all the queer ladies in my life. It truly is a masterpiece. This is a

tiny book (like in actual size -- it's like a 7 by 5 inch book), but I'm hoping that when they re-release it

after its wild success, they'll release a coffee table-size book with bigger illustrations (and MORE! of



them) so that it can share the weight of such coffee table books as Annie Leibovitz and Susan

Sontag's "Women" and other lady-forward works of pictorial and literary genius. Well done ladies!

So excited for you!

I've been a fan of Anna Pulley's writing for a long time. She writes with honesty, poignancy, and

humor-- yes poignancy, even in a haiku book about lesbian sex. This book will hilariously entertain

you and leave you feeling surprisingly enlightened. And the illustrations are fantastic. Beyer and

Pulley clearly make an amazing team. All the stars!

For a pretty niche genre, this collection of poetry and cat illustrations might just have something for

everyone. If you love cats, check. If you are a lesbian, check. If you are a cat or love lesbians,

check. Also if you are titillated by puns, love stories, craigslist missed connections section, witches,

sex toys, or just love a good ole hardy har, buy this book.If you are a relative or friend of someone

whose sexuality you don't understand, buy them this book as a gift!Pulley is slowly but surely

becoming a Bay Area icon of sex writing, advice giving, and all over funny-making. But she's not all

fun and games, no no. This girl's got heart. A big one. A big mooshy one that she likes to write

about with sly pop-culture references and adorable/terribly wonderful puns. This is just the

beginning of her prolific writing career.Beyer is an incredible illustrator, capturing nuanced facial

expressions of cats that I did not know could exist until now. These kittens are hilarious, relatable,

pitiable, sexy, and all over endearing, as well as scandalous.This book gives me a lot of feelings, so

if you need more of those, you should buy this book, too.

Beautiful. Anna Pulley has a writing style that makes you feel like you are sitting right there in

conversation with her, and the book flows very well, setting up each string of haikus seamlessly to

the next. Kelsey Beyer's illustrations make the book come alive, and together, they have done

something for haikus that I wish I had when sitting in 7th grade English.. They made them

enjoyable, fun, and highly relatable.I didn't actually feel like part of the crew until I read the one

about saying "what are you thinking?" as your go-to ice breaker. Anna Pulley gets it. Highly

recommended.

Quite clearly the most superior lesbian-themed haiku collection on the market today. With cats!

Oddly mesmerizing, lesbian cats!This little gem celebrates the strange beautiful reality of today's

young modern queer woman with such witty endearment, it makes her want to call herself a lesbian



again! And get together with all the lesbians she knows and have tea and dramatic readings!
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